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Auckland: A typical city story of car-centric urban planning 
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Challenges: safety, health and the environment 



Auckland’s cycling opportunity 



233,000 Aucklanders live within 30 min bike ride of City Centre



Auckland’s path to “I’ll just take the bike” got serious when 
Urban Cycleway Fund announced in August 2014

Funding
$100 million from central 
Government across NZ. Required 
33% local share

Auckland Programme $200 million

Time to completion
Three years (2015-2018)

Delivers 52 kilometres of 
largely separated cycleway

New Government has signalled 
continuation of programme at 
significantly increased funding 
levels. 



Improving access to everyday trips: 
Retrofitting streets 



Traffic calming on suburban streets: slower 
streets and a safer environment



Iconic projects on existing infrastructure 
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Cycleways delivered as a requirement of roading projects



Some fun along the way



It’s not just about infrastructure: complementary 
initiatives supporting the success of new cycleways



600 dockless “0NZ0” bikes arrived on Auckland’s 
streets at end of 2017



Learning from 
others:

- faster, lighter 
cheaper

- tactical 
urbanism

- trial projects
- getting it right

first time



Re-prioritizing road space becoming a reality



Resistance to change



Results so far 





Auckland Cycling Account 2017



The network effect “I’ll just take the bike” 



• Refreshed Auckland Plan 2050 (spatial plan) 
focused on:
o street design that creates vibrant and 
inviting places

o Aim: Aucklanders will be able to get to 
where the want to go more easily, safely 
and sustainably 

o Making walking & cycling and public 
transport preferred choices for more 
Aucklanders

• Vision Zero a reality
• Increased funding
• Strong alignment with Central Government 

Next steps: Re-thinking urban planning



Other drivers of a change in focus 



New urban spaces prioritized for people 
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Cities for people: repurposing a car park



Future: a people-centred low-carbon 
sustainable mobility system?



Thank you 
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